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	John F. Kennedy's assassination launched a frantic search to find his killers. It also launched a flurry of covert actions by Lyndon Johnson, Robert F. Kennedy, and other top officials to hide the fact that in November 1963 the United States was on the brink of invading Cuba, as part of a JFK-authorized coup. The coup plan's exposure could have led to a nuclear confrontation with Russia, but the cover-up prevented a full investigation into Kennedy's assassination, a legacy of secrecy that would impact American politics and foreign policy for the next 45 years. It also allowed two men who confessed their roles in JFK's murder to be involved in the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, in 1968. Exclusive interviews and newly declassified files from the National Archives document in chilling detail how three mob bosses were able to prevent the truth from coming to light – until now.
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Bioinformatics: The Machine Learning Approach, Second Edition (Adaptive Computation and Machine Learning)MIT Press, 2001

	We have been very pleased, beyond our expectations, with the reception of
	the first edition of this book. Bioinformatics, however, continues to evolve
	very rapidly, hence the need for a new edition. In the past three years, fullgenome
	sequencing has blossomed with the completion of the sequence of
	the fly and the first draft of the...
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HP-UX 11i Internals (Hewlett-Packard Professional Books)Prentice Hall, 2004
HP-UX under the hood: practical insight for optimization and troubleshooting
To maximize the performance, efficiency, and reliability of your HP-UX sysem, you need to know what's going on under the hood. HP-UX 11i Internals goes beyond generic UNIX internals, showing exactly how HP-UX works in PA-RISC environments. 

HP experts...
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Schaum's Outline of Feedback and Control SystemsMcGraw-Hill, 1990
An outline-guide to feedback and control systems covering such areas as differential equations, stability, block diagram algebra and transfer functions of systems.    

       Master feedback and control systems with Schaum'sthe high-performance study guide. It will help you cut study time, hone problem-solving skills, and...
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Algorithms and Complexity. Handbook of Theoretical Computer Science, Vol. AElsevier Limited, 1990


	Modern developments in computer and software systems have raised many challeng

	ing issues concerning the design and efficiency of complex programming applica

	tions. There is an increasing need for "advanced theory", to understand and exploit

	basic concepts and mechanisms in computing and information processing. The...
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The Intellectual Foundations of Alfred Marshall's Economic Science: A Rounded Globe of KnowledgeCambridge University Press, 2009
This book provides a contextual study of the development of Alfred Marshall's thinking during the early years of his apprenticeship in the Cambridge moral sciences. Marshall's thought is situated in a crisis of academic liberal thinking that occurred in the late 1860s. His crisis of faith is shown to have formed part of his wider philosophical...
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Just-In-Time Math for EngineersNewnes, 2003

	Just-In-Time Math is a concise review and summary of the mathematical principles needed by all engineering professionals. Topics covered include differential calculus, integral calculus, complex numbers, differential equations, engineering statistics, and partial derivatives. Numerous example engineering problems are included to show readers...
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